PL*JANTAR CATTERY
Adam Rogowski
selena525@interia.pl
date _______________
Mr/Miss ______________________________
cattery _______________________________
receive from Adam Rogowsk i– PL*Jantar a ____________________ Persian or
exotic male or female named ____________________________
Dob ______________ # microchip ______________________ out from
Dad ____________________________________________
&
Dam ___________________________________________
under the following conditions:
1- PL*Jantar _____________________________ shall be bred only to
males/females that belong to ________________________ and that live
permanently in his/her own house – cattery ___________________________;
he/she will never be bred with other people’s females/males.
2- I understand that he/she should never be caged.
3- PL*Jantar __________________________________ will be shown in CFA try to
gain her/his GC Title.
4- The cat will leave France with a vet health’s certificate.The new kitten’s owner has
72 hours to control the cat at his/her arrival together with the vet and if something is
wrong must informed Adam Rogowski together with a vet’s certificate that show all
kitten’s information (dob-name-color-microchip numb.) and that clearly give the
details of what was found.
5- After communicate the kitten’s problem the new owner, at his/her own expense, has
3 weeks to ship the kitten back to Adam Rogowski. The new owner will chose and
will get a new kitten available at that time or will wait for new litters to choose one in
replacement. The kitten’s replacement will take place not later then one year of the
fact. Adam Rogowski will pay for the shipping of the new kitten to the destination.
The price will be never refund but there will be always a kitten replacement. Up
to Adam Rogowski decide if a refund will take place.
6- This agreement does not contemplate any exceptions, and thus cannot be changed
in any way. It is a permanent agreement, so no exceptions should ever be demanded
or granted. I promise to abide by both the letter and the spirit of its clauses.
I accept,
Signature: _______________________________________ date: _________________
Mr/Miss_____________________ / _________________cattery

Signature: ______________________________________ date: ___________________
Adam Rogowski - PL*Jantar cattery

